FIRST ANNUAL AMA/EDELWEISS ALPS CHALLENGE TOUR

Trekking the Alps on a
motorcycle is always
epic, but with friends old
and new it’s even better…
if that’s possible

ALPINE
M O U N TA I N
HIGH
BY MITCH BOEHM
P H O T O S : T H E A U T H O R , E D E LW E I S S
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or me it happened four years
earlier than my 27th year, right out
of college and having just joined
the Motorcyclist magazine staff.
And it all happened in the majestic Alps of
Austria and Italy, not the Rockies.
Still, the powerful emotions generated
during my very first Alpine tour — with BMW
on its K75 launch in the fall of 1985 — had
to be very much like those of the late John
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Denver when he moved to Aspen, Colo., in
the early 1970s and was inspired enough to
co-write that song.
There I was, a clueless junior editor raised in
the flatland suburbs of Cleveland, Ohio, thrust
headlong into the heart of the Alps, with its
Tyrolean culture and architecture, serpentine
roads and switch-backed mountain passes,
exquisite espresso, flaky apfel strudel and
mind-bending geography and history.

“He was born in the summer of his
27th year, coming home to a place he’d
never been before...”
Rocky Mountain High,
John Denver
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Growing up I saw flashes of the
region in books and movies, but
to actually be there? “Awesome”
barely does the job, but it was
also strangely and unexplainably
comfortable, like a second home, or
a place I’d been before. My Dad’s
side is Austrian, so maybe it’s a DNA
thing.
And so, 36 years later this
August, there I was again in Munich,
Germany, packing my motorcycle

with real AMA members, and make
a compelling story — hopefully,
anyway.
So I called my friend Rainer at
Edelweiss Bike Travel, and within a
week or two he and colleague Sarah
had put together the AMA/Edelweiss
Alps Challenge tour, the first of three
tours — one each year — that would,
in total, cover the 40 or 50 highest
passes in the Alps. All we needed
were a handful of member signups
and we’d be good to go in August.
To prime the pump I told
some friends about the tour,
figuring they’d be easy prey
(they were), and pretty quickly
we had seven signups, just over
the minimum needed to actually
schedule it officially. So we were

Rich were not, and I admit to being
worried plenty by that in the months
leading up to our August launch.
Riding the Alps demands skills
normal street riding doesn’t, and
the “challenge” element of this tour
wasn’t just promotional fluff, so it
was a concern for me and for them.
Inviting them on this trek and getting
them hurt — or worse — wasn’t
something I wanted to even think
about, though fortunately they were
up for some pre-tour practice rides
and advice. It would pay off big-time.
Back problems and COVID-19
concerns sidelined two of our guys
before things even got started,
and the Delta variant
added some
online

But suddenly we rounded a heavily forested
corner and BANG! There they were, the Alps,
their granite peaks jutting rudely into
the atmosphere.
and getting set to head south into the
mouths of those daunting canyons.
But things would be different this
time; there’d be none of the harried
pace of an international bike launch;
a few of the guys I’d be riding with
would be college buddies of more
than 40 years; and finally, I’d be
riding a motorcycle far removed from
that K75 triple — Harley-Davidson’s
all-new Pan America 1250 Special
adventure tourer.
Yep, this time it was gonna
be all about fun, adventure and
relaxation…and some discovery, too
— of new roads, new passes, new
friends and, of course, an all-new
motorcycle.
How did this all happen? Well,
when I joined the AMA back in
February I wanted to rekindle
an idea I’d had years before —
basically, organize a week-long
Alpine tour with readers. It’d be huge
fun, generate real-life connections
20

H-D’s all-new Pan
America was totally
at home in the twisty
and at-times-wet-andcold Alps. My gear —
a H-D Passage jacket,
Aerostich Darien
pants, Sidi Canyon
boots and Shoei
Neotec II helmet
— was every bit as
competent, keeping
me warm, dry and
comfortable.

on! Fortunately, a handful of AMA
members signed up, too, which
would end up adding personality and
breadth to the group — always a
good thing on tours like these.
Five of my buddies — Alan, Greg,
Shaun, Reed and Paul — were
experienced riders, but Doug and
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registration angst with the German
feds in the days before we left.
But in the end, six of us finally got
to Munich and joined the rest of
the group — which included Rick,
Phil and Bill from Tennessee (the
“Tennessee Trio” as they’d become
known), Paul and Teresa, a couple
AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST • NOVEMBER 2021
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from Tacoma, and “elder statesman”
Eric from Phoenix.
It turned out to be a wonderfully
interesting group, something I
discovered pretty quickly when I ran
into Eric on the Hotel Henry’s patio
having dinner the evening before
we were to all assemble for our
introductory meeting and dinner.
When I sat down and introduced
myself, the longtime Chrysler man
cradled his beer glass and began by
telling me how much be appreciated
the changes we’d made to the
magazine, so of course I liked this
guy immediately. But there was
more to the story here, not least of

It turned out to be an interesting
group, something I discovered
quickly when I ran into Eric on the
Hotel Henry’s patio having dinner.

which were his two tours of Vietnam,
the fact that he’d recently lost his
wife of many years, and was in the
process of recovering from a nasty
bout of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma,
and all the lovely chemotherapy that
went with it. To top it off he was a
successfully recovering alcoholic,
which explained the non-alcoholic
beers he’d have each evening.
“I’ve been riding forever” he told
me, “but the cancer about killed
me, and I’m pretty weak and rusty.
This tour sounded like a lot of fun,
and I need to do this while I can,
you know? Might not be around
tomorrow.” I made mental note to
watch out for Eric in addition to Rich
and Doug.
The following afternoon we met
our Edelweiss tour guides (Thomas,
Holger, Domenico and photographer

After getting acquainted with the
bikes we had an introductory dinner
to get acquainted with one another.
Tennessee Phil (left) and Elder Statesman Eric
(right, both closest to camera) led the way. Right:
That’s Shaun doing the cobblestone boogie descending
from Grossglockner, and, below, Paul and Teresa heading
into snow and glacier territory on their Triumph Tiger.
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Dieter), went over the general plan
for the week and took possession
of the Edelweiss rental bikes, which
included lots of BMW GSs, a few
S1000XRs, a Triumph Tiger and a
couple of Ducati Monsters. HarleyDavidson Europe graciously loaned
me one of Milwaukee’s new Pan
America 1250 Specials, complete
with a full complement of hard and
soft bags, semi-active suspension,
heated grips and more. I’d heard
a lot about this dramatically new
motorcycle from the Motor Co. and
was Jonesin’ to give it a whirl for the
next seven days.
After a great Hotel Henry breakfast

Glacier-hunting in the
Dolomites. Right: Teresa (top)
had a subtle way of telling
Paul to slow down. The view
from my room (middle) on Day
Three. Cappuccino stops were
blissful…and welcome.
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and a quick review of the day’s
route, we loaded up and got on the
road, heading south from the Munich
suburb of Erding. Rain is a pain on a
trek like this, as it obscures the views
and forces the use of rain gear, which,
if you don’t have the right stuff, can
leave you cold and miserable. Coming
in, rain was forecast for nearly every
day, and sure enough, it was cloudy
and spitting drops as we meandered
south on countryside Bavarian twolaners toward the leading edge of the
Alps — which we still could not see —
and our lunch stop on Lake Pillersee,
about halfway to the legendary
Grossglockner pass and, farther
south, Lienz, our stop for the night.
Speaking of gear, HarleyDavidson asked if I’d try a bit of its
new Pan Am adventure gear, and I
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As soon as Domenico spied me in his
mirrors he knew it was on
(I flapped my arms to emphasize the
point), and on cue he hammered the
GS’s throttle and took off.

gladly accepted one of its high-end
weatherproof Passage jackets to try
out. Below decks I wore Aerostich’s
Darien Gore-Tex pants and Sidi’s
waterproof Canyon boot, and up top
a Shoei Neotec II modular lid and
a pair of lined deerskin gloves from
Lee Parks Design that I have loved
for more than a decade. Fortunately,
we ended up only getting serious
rain on days one and seven, and
my gear choices were fully up to
the task, even at speed and even in
temperatures as low as the high 30s.
Our run through Bavaria proper
was sublime despite the rain.
Rolling hills of green and lush
forests and farms surrounded us,
and I flashed back on Eastern
PA near the Poconos a couple of
times. But suddenly we rounded a
heavily forested corner and BANG!
There they were, the Alps, their
granite peaks jutting rudely into
the atmosphere, their presence
almost daring you to enter their dark
canyons. This was definitely not PA,

Left: Celebrating Passo di Stelvio in our tour
tees…brrrrr! We did Stelvio more than once,
and from different directions, and it’s well
worth hanging around the area to do so. The
big issue is balancing your desire to check out
the visual drama while keeping an eye on all
those hairpins and guardrails. Above: Doug
gets ready to take the Stelvio plunge. Right:
Spaghetti Carbonara to die for. OMG.
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but it was goosebumps time.
I live along Utah’s Wasatch front,
very near the mouths of Big and
Little Cottonwood Canyon, and the
majestic granite entrance of LCC
is about as dramatic as anything in
the U.S. But the Alps, and especially
what we’d see in the coming week
in Austria and in Italy’s Dolomites,
is on a whole different level, and
something you just gotta experience
in person. Thus the goosebumps.
We lunched at a gasthaus on
Lake Pillersee called Blattl’s (where
we spied a customer-owned Pan
America in the lot) and then headed
south again toward the day’s
literal high point — the legendary

Grossglockner High Alpine Road,
the highest paved mountain pass
in all of Austria, and one named
for Austria’s highest mountain, the
12,461-foot Grossglockner.
Climbing the forested — and then
above-the-treeline — switchbacks
toward the top I was flashing back
on that 1985 BMW trip big-time,
and when we reached the summit
and parked for photos and the first
of many exceptional mountain-pass
cappuccinos, it was a true fullcircle moment for me. In 1985 our
group arrived in clouds, rain and
cold temperatures, and sitting there
now, sipping my coffee, I clearly
remembered the inn’s spiced cider,
cold beers, venison dinner and footthick down comforters on the beds.
It rained hard on the descent into
Lienz, and I was glad I’d secured
quality gear, especially the Passage
jacket, which proved both warm
and waterproof. At dinner that night
my buddy Shaun asked about the
Pan America, and though I’d only
put a couple hundred miles on the
thing, I had no complaints other
than a slightly grabby clutch when
cold and a too-soft seat. I hadn’t yet
ridden it hard or fast, but six riding
days remained, and my time
would come.
Day Two was spectacular
in a bunch of ways, not the
least of which was better
weather. We did eight
passes, Tre Croci, Giau,
Falzarego, Valparola,
Campolongo, Pordoi, Sella
and Gardena, and by their
names you can probably tell
we’d pushed into Northern Italy
and the Dolomites. I’d ridden the
Dolomiti before and been wowed,
but nothing can prepare you for
the geographical drama you’ll see
there — or the ski lifts that seem
to be everywhere. We enjoyed a
scrumptious picnic lunch prepared
by Holger at the top of the Passo de
Valparola (he and Domenico would
split luggage-van duties all week),
which featured stunning military
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ruins from WWI, and then headed
south to Klobenstein (overlooking
Bolzano), where we’d camp for two
nights and do day trips.
Traffic was heavier than I
remembered during my September
and October trips to the area
(summer tourism hadn’t yet wound
down) but the roads themselves
were sublime. I’d generated a bit of
follow-the-leader frustration on Days
One and Two, patience not being
one of my strong points, but after
that picnic lunch I was finally able to
exorcise most of it when I slotted in
behind Domenico — who, being a
bit of a crazy Italian and a very good
rider, was obviously feeling it as
much as I was.
As soon as Domenico spied me
in his mirrors he knew it was on (I
flapped my arms to emphasize the
point), and on cue he hammered the
GS’s throttle and took off. We spent
the next ten or fifteen minutes noseto-tail in literal backroad nirvana,
riding harder than I’d ridden in
quite a while and pushing those big
adventure bikes right to
their limits.
At that pace,
bouncing the needle
off the rev-limiter,
hammering the brakes
and levering the bikes
forcefully into corners,
the Pan America —
which is truly crosscountry comfy, just ask
Whitney Meza (see
page 42) — was a
shockingly capable and
entertaining sporting
machine, and a way better backroad
bike than I expected. With 130-some
rear-wheel horsepower on tap it felt
like some sort of possessed, widehandlebar V-Twin Superbike, and
except for spitting a bit of coolant out
of its overflow tube on a couple of
occasions, it put a smile on my face
all week.
Tennessee Trio member Phil put
it pretty well that night at dinner:
“We rode ’em like we stole ’em,
28

didn’t we?!” Yes, we did, Phil. The
Tennesseans were all fast, btw.
After a “rest day” in Klobenstein —
most rode a half day and did three
passes; some explored Bolzano (and
saw Otzi the frozen mountain man
in a nearby museum); and I worked
on the October issue — Day Four
was a biggie, the longest riding day
of the tour. We trekked up Passo
di Mendola and down the Val di
Non with its apple orchards, then
had coffee high above Lago
di Santa Giustina
while enjoying
spectacular views.
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Then we followed Val di Sole across
to Passo del Tonale, finally reaching
the turn-off to Passo di Gavia, one
of the highest and most spectacular
passes in the Alps.
It is also one of the most difficult,
with only a narrow single lane and
no guardrail in places (“a goat path,”
Rich said later, “with 1000-foot dropoffs!”), but everybody managed.
Despite Gavia’s challenges, Rich
and Doug were groovin’, riding
smart and even reasonably briskly,
and doing what I’d told them several
times before the tour: “If you
only do one thing, get your
speed set to a comfortable
level before you bend it
into a corner.” Eric was
extra slow and careful

that day, surviving the goat path
and a walking-speed tipover, and
taking the direct route to our hotel in
Livigno with one of the guides.
The rest of us did what guide
Thomas called “the full ride,” ripping
up to almost the top of the legendary
Passo di Stelvio and crossing the
Umbrial pass into Switzerland
— where a speeding ticket can
literally cost you a week’s salary.
We looped around and climbed
Stelvio again from the northeast and
celebrated every one of those crazy
switchbacks with Bruno’s famous
sausage sandwiches, which were
well deserved. Two more passes
(Foscano and Eira) and we arrived
in Livigno, Italy, after seven passes,
200-plus hard miles and 10 hours

in the saddle. The beers and dinner
that night tasted damn good.
On Day Five, another ridingoptional day with a second night
at the beautiful Lac Salin hotel,
we crossed Forcola di Livigno and
arrived in Switzerland again. The
day’s passes were Bernina, Albula,
and Flüela, and all were gorgeous.
The group checked out a glacier, had
coffee at an Airstream coffee wagon,
passed through Davos and enjoyed
lunch at high elevation before taking
the tunnel back to Livigno.
Edelweiss CEO Rainer Buck —
who helped design the Challenge
months earlier —
joined us on
the patio that
afternoon for

We probably set new
records for espresso intake
during the trek, but it was
all so worth it, especially
when combined with such
spectacular views — which
seemed everywhere. Top,
above: Yukking it up at the
top of the Timmelsjoch
pass, or Passo del Rombo,
which forms the border
between Austria and Italy.
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beers and, later, what turned out
to be a very special treat — pizza.
And not just any pizza (and nothing
like the fast-food stuff we have in
the States), but the real thing: thin
and foldable and baked in a hurry in
high-temp ovens.
We ended up ordering a dozen or
so pies and pretty much drank and
laughed for the entire two hours,
especially after coaxing Domenico
to try a big round chunk of pineapple
— American-style we told him! — on
one of his slices. He did, and the
table roared, and we made sure we
had photographic proof for posterity.
He joked that his family and friends
back home might never let him back
into his hometown of Naples if they
knew of his sacrilege, and once they
see this story, they may not!
We summited Stevio for the
third time on Day Six (why pass
up the chance?), this time heading
north as we began the trek back
toward Germany, and had another
amazing cappuccino at the Tibet
Hutte ristorante at the top. We
visited Glurns, Italy’s smallest city,

ski areas and lifts, and all that lovely
Tyrolean, ski-chalet architecture…it
never once got old.
On the final day of a tour like
this you tend to drink it all in with
a bit more focus, which we all
certainly did when we summited
Passo del Rombo (“Timmelsjoch” in
German), Austria’s second highest
pass after Grossglockner. It was
cloudy and just above freezing but
still spectacular, though once we
headed north toward Meiming and
did a quick stop at Edelweiss’s
HQ there it warmed up quite a bit.
and the sunken church at Graun,
halfway submerged in Lago di Resia.
A second picnic, this time from
Domenico (and Teresa, who took
a day off from riding on the back of
her husband Paul’s Triumph Tiger),
waited for us alongside the Inn
river at Pfunds, after which we did
a couple more passes on our way
to Langenfeld, smack in the middle
of the Otztal Valley. More beautiful
valleys, more stunning peaks, more

Top: Pineapple? On pizza?
Domenico had us rolling that
night! The author (middle),
with the tour guides, goofballs,
all. Our gang…Top row, L to R:
Utah Paul, Eric, Holger, Shaun,
Thomas, Domenico, Phil, yours
truly, and Bill. Bottom row, L to
R: Reed, Doug, Rich, Teresa,
Paul, Rick, and Dieter.
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and shooting photos
and helping us have
a good time. They not
only called us their
guests, but treated us
so. Super guys, all, and
folks many of us will keep
in touch with going forward.
In the end, epic adventures like
this really do end up being all about
people…that human element again.
New friends — Paul and Teresa,
Rick, Phil and Bill, and of course

Unfortunately, the rain came hard
and heavy once we got back on the
road, and with everyone starting to
feel a bit exhausted, we jumped on
the autobahn as we headed back
toward Munich.
Time on the autobahn — even
in pouring rain — gave me time
to consider things from the past
week, and there was plenty of grist.
First, you expect an established
tour company to have its ducks in a
row when it comes to organization,
hotels, meals, routes, luggage
vans, rental bikes and all the myriad
ancillary stuff customers rarely think
about — and Edelweiss is peerless
here. This tour ran like a well-oiled
Swiss watch.
But when it comes to tour guides
there’s a human element — which
is neither consistent nor predictable.
Having done a bunch of these types
of guided tours, I have to say we
literally couldn’t have done better
than Thomas, Holger, Domenico and
Dieter, who were knowledgeable,
funny, smart, helpful, highly skilled
on the bikes and very friendly. This
tour, coming out of the COVID-19
mess, was their first in more than a
year, and you could tell every single
day they were excited to be riding

Eric and the tour guides — for sure,
and old ones, too — Rich and Doug,
Shaun, Reed and Paul. Being able to
ride with them and share a bit of the
working life I’d only been able to tell
them about before was a treat, and
from what I gather from the smack
talk that’s come since we got home,
I think we’ll have plenty of early
signups from the Utah contingent for
next year’s tours.
Did I say tours? Yes, I did! We’ll
do two with Edelweiss in 2022,
a repeat of the Alps Challenge I,
which will be similar to the 2021
version, on August 18-26, and an
Alps Challenge II, which will cover
the Alps’ more central region of
Austria, Switzerland and France
between August 27 and September
3. Definitely not something to miss.
Contact edelweissbike.com for more
information.
He climbed cathedral mountains,
he saw silver clouds below
He saw everything as far as you
can see
Ol’ John Denver had it right. AMA
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